Argentina constitutes an interesting case for the analysis of the labour market given that during the nineties it reached high economic growth rates and a stable macroeconomic environment together with a significant raise in unemployment. This dynamic was associated to increases in the entry flows to unemployment and the average duration of these episodes. The proportion of long-term unemployment also grew significantly.
Introduction

1
Why should the study of unemployment be extended in order to include not only its incidence (unemployment rate) but also its duration? This question has at least two possible answers. The first one is that the unemployment rate reflects both, the entry flows and the average duration of unemployment episodes. For example, a high unemployment rate is consistent with the occurrence of intense entry flows together with episodes with low durations or may correspond to a lower incidence of entries in a context of long-term unemployment spells. The second one is the possibility of obtaining an estimation of the complete unemployment duration distribution as well as the way in which different factors influence it.
From a methodological point of view, the estimation of the conditional distribution of unemployment duration requires the application of econometric tools different from the usual duration models. In particular, they are needed in order to solve two important shortcomings. First, the parametric models (Weibull and log-logistics, among others) and the semi-parametric Cox model estimate the effects of the covariates only in the centre of the conditional distribution. However, this point may not be representative of the effect of the covariates in other position of the distribution. Additionally, Cox model imposes a proportional hazard rate assumption. This means that the effects of covariates remain constant along the duration the unemployment episode. In order to avoid these limitations, the censored quantile regression (CQR) appears as a method to model in a more flexible and robust way the relationship between the covariates and the hazard rates as well as the error distribution. This paper has two aims: the first one is to evaluate the presence of differential effect of the business cycle and the changes in the productive structure on unemployment hazard rates along the elapsed unemployment duration of the spells. The hypothesis here is that the worsening of the labour market conditions during the nineties had dissimilar effects on the unemployed with different length of the episodes. The second aim is to test the validity of the proportionality assumption and proposes the use of CQR as alternative method for survival analysis.
The analysis will contribute to improve the knowledge about the Argentine labour market from a dynamic perspective while incorporating an aspect that has not been studied in our country yet such as the impact of the 1 A previous version of this paper was presented at "Sextas Jornadas de Mercado de Trabajo y Equidad en Argentina", Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento, Argentina, 2007. The authors would like to thank Paula Giovagnolli, Walter Cont, Walter Sosa Escudero, Guillermo Cruces, Juan Martin Moreno and Martin Lopez Daneri for their thoughtful comments to a previous version.
business cycle and other variables on the complete distribution of the unemployment duration. Additionally, the results will help to improve the public policy design, with emphasis in the prevention of long duration unemployment, especially in a country characterized by high rates of unemployment and very scarce insurance coverage.
The paper follows with a review of the international literature about unemployment duration. The third section describes the most relevant stylized facts related to the macroeconomic regime and to the evolution of unemployment in Argentina. The fourth section details the data source and the building of the database. The fifth section describes the econometric methodology. The sixth section analyzes the econometric results from the application of the CQR. The last section presents the conclusions.
Literature Review
There is vast international literature about unemployment duration. However, there are relatively few and recent studies on the determinants of unemployment duration in Argentina. This is to a certain extent because that such phenomenon has gained more relevance in the nineties and the databases needed for this type of analyses became available only at the beginning of that decade.
These studies were generally based on parametric or semi-parametric specifications of duration models. In all cases, they have analyzed the transitions from unemployment to employment. Galiani and Hopenhayn (2000) modelled the accumulated risk of unemployment using a model based on the Cox proportional form (1972). 2 Arranz et al. (2000) estimated a discrete semi-parametric model for men's unemployment exit rates based on a log-logistic specification. Cerimedo (2004) used a log-log complementary model for discrete duration data. In all the three cases, the baseline hazard function is modelled in a non-parametric form through the use of dummy variables indicating duration intervals. One common assumption in these studies refers to the homogeneous effect of the covariates along the conditional distribution of duration.
However, there is empirical evidence for Argentina and other countries that suggests that this assumption is not valid, at least for some covariates.
Taking this aspect into account, Koenker and Geling (2001) applied quantile regression (QR) -based on the seminal work of Koenker and Basset (1978)-to the survival analysis as an alternative way of modelling the baseline hazard function and the effect of the covariates in a unified and flexible manner. Koenker and Bilias (2001) used this methodology for the analysis of unemployment duration based on administrative data in order to evaluate the impact of different schemes of unemployment benefits on the duration of the spells. One frequent result found for developed countries is that the insurance prolongs the duration of the episodes. The utilization of QR allows seeing that such impact is more intensity in the intermediate intervals of duration and less in the extremes.
The type of information used in Koenker and Geling (2001) and Koenker and Bilias (2001) allowed the estimation of the complete duration of unemployment. However, a usual problem of the studies on unemployment duration is that it is not possible to observe the episode until it ends and, therefore, the data are usually right-censored. Hence, Lüdemann et al. (2005) went further and applied CQR (introduced by Powell, 1984 and to study the unemployment duration in Germany. They found that the increase of the episodes' duration was not generalized but was mainly concentrated in older individuals. Also, the greater the wage before unemployment, the shorter the episode's duration, a phenomenon that increase in the upper quantiles of the distribution.
In the analysis of unemployment sometimes could be more interesting to focus on the hazard rate rather than unemployment duration. In this sense, Fitzenberger and Wilke (2005) proposed a way to estimate the exit rates from unemployment by applying the methodology suggested by Machado and Portugal (2002) and Guimaraes et al. (2004) . The authors found evidence that the proportional assumption is violated for some covariates. This is reflected in the fact that the hazard functions for the different groups of unemployed workers are not parallel but cross each other. 3 Machado et al. studied the changes in the distribution of unemployment duration in the United States applying CQR. Moreover, based on the decomposition method of Machado and Mata (2005) , they estimated the effect of changes in the covariates' distribution and in the conditional distribution of duration. Contrary to what was expected, changes in the labour force composition are not as important and changes in the distribution of the unemployment duration are mainly due to two opposite effects: an increase in the transition rates between jobs and a greater sensitivity of unemployment duration to the rate of unemployment. As a result, the shortest episodes shortened even more, whereas the longest ones became longer.
Finally, Fitzenberger and Wilke (2007) estimated the effect of unemployment benefits' duration and value on the unemployment duration and the post-unemployment wages in Germany. They used censored Box-Cox quantile regression and found that the effect of an increase in the benefit's duration is greater in the highest quantiles of the distribution.
Summing up, these few and recent studies based on the QR method show the advantages of using this econometric tool in the survival analyses. In this paper we will apply this methodology in order to estimate the effect of covariates on the conditional distribution of duration without imposing the proportionality assumption a priori. 4 As mentioned, this is the first study that applies this methodology to the analysis of unemployment duration in Argentina.
3 Macroeconomic Performance and Labour Market during the Nineties
After decades of macroeconomic instability, the stabilization plan ,"Convertibility Plan", introduced in 1991 was based on the establishment of a fixed exchange rate and the convertibility of the national currency with the American dollar. From this year onwards, important progress was made towards macroeconomic stability: inflation was rapidly controlled and GDP grew significantly, especially during the first half of the decade. 5 During this whole period it is possible to identify three differentiated phases. The first lasted from the beginning of the currency board up to 1994 and it was characterized by high economic growth rates that only resulted in a weak creation of employment. Although the high growth rates of the first years contributed to the increase of employment in non-tradable sectors, the trade opening and the exchange rate appreciation seriously attempted against the employment creation in the industrial sector. 6 At the same time, the reduction of the price of capital goods in relation to labour made it possible to incorporate embodied technology to an economy that had experienced a low level of investment during the eighties. This process was registered jointly with a rise in the participation rate which also contributed to the increase of unemployment. All these facts strongly weakened the employment requirement, with the consequent increase of open unemployment rates, even when the economy exhibited, at the beginning of the 90's, a vigorous growth (Figure 1 ). On the poor performance of the labour market, the second phase started with the recession of the middle of the decade (associated to the "tequila effect"), which severely worsened the general conditions of the labour market, raising unemployment to 20,2% in May 1995 in Greater Buenos Aires (GBA), and 18,4% in total urban centres 4 Following to Lancaster (1990, chapter 7): "There is no known economic principle that implies that hazard functions should be proportional and the few non-stationary structural transition models that have been derived do not generally lead to proportional hazard models". 5 For more details about convertibility, see, for instance, Damill et al. (2002) . 6 The manufacturing industry started to show an important net loss of jobs since the beginning of the decade: between 1991 and 1994 employment registered a 10% reduction, while output expanded 30%. Between 1991 and the end of 2001 the employment loss was around 40% (data coming from the Industrial Survey). Period...
Unemployment rate GBA Unemployment rate Total Urban Center GDP ( Figure 1 ). Once the external difficulties were overcome, the economy grew again between 1996 and mid-1998, and this time the employment creation grew more in line with the expansion of output. Throughout this second phase the unemployment rate showed a decreasing trend, although the levels were clearly higher than those of the first phase. Finally, as from mid-1998 and until the convertibility collapse at the beginning of 2002, the economy went through a recessionary phase that gave an additional impulse to the unemployment growing trend and dramatically worsened the labour precariousness. In October 2001, the last figure before the macroeconomic regime change, the open unemployment rate in GBA was 19% and 18.3% in total urban centres ( Figure 1 ). Unemployment kept growing until May 2002 -as a consequence of the final crisis of the convertibility and the shift in the macroeconomic regime-; from then on, it started to decrease systematically. 7 The dynamics of unemployment just mentioned were associated to changes in both the entry flows and the average duration of the episodes. However, along the whole period, the rise in the incidence of unemployment had more to do with the growth of the entry rate (146%) 8 than with the rise in the duration (43%). 9 During the first phase, the rise in unemployment came along with a significant growth of entry rates together with an increase in the duration of the episodes. This can be seen in Figure 2 , which shows different indicators aimed at capturing the behaviour of duration. In particular the indicators "incomplete duration of the ongoing episodes" 10 , the "average complete duration of all the episodes", the "unemployment survival median" and the "percentage of long-term unemployment" 11 , they all reflect the growing difficulties that the unemployed workers had to leave this state. 12 In the second phase, the decline in unemployment rates took place to-8 The entry rate is computed as the percentage of unemployed with a duration equal or lower than one month over the total labour force.
9 Under the steady-state assumption, the average complete duration of all the episodes, measured in months, is equal to the ratio between the stock of unemployed and the flow of entry to unemployment (proxied as those unemployed with an up-to-one-month duration). See Layard et al. (1991) .
10 They are those episodes observed at the moment of the interview. 11 Defined as the percentage of unemployed with duration of one year or more over the whole unemployed.
12 It is important to highlight that this rise in duration was registered despite the increase in the entry flow to unemployment which, ceteris paribus, should push down the average duration.
gether with a reduction of the complete duration of the episodes and of the survival median. However, the incomplete duration of the episodes and the percentage of long-duration unemployed continued to grow until 1996 and begun to decrease only in the following years. The latter could be due to the decline of the entry flows or to the fact that in this context of employment growth the unemployed of shorter duration were able to get jobs quicker than those unemployed with longer duration. Finally, during the recessionary phase (between 1999 and 2002), the increase in the rate of unemployment took place together with a rise in duration, a trend that is shown by all the indicators (although with a lag in some cases).
To sum up, throughout the period there is an inverse relationship between the economic cycle and the unemployment rate, except for the first half of the convertibility regime. On the other hand, there is a direct relationship between the unemployment rate and several measures of duration (except for some cases during the second phase), thus indicating an inverse effect between the cycle and the duration of episodes as from the mid-nineties. At the same time, even though the dynamics of unemployment incidence and its duration have had the same sign, the intensity has been different, being higher in the first case. Nevertheless, the proportion of long-term unemployment has also increased significantly. All this evidence serves as a general framework for the more detailed analysis of the changes that took place in the whole distribution of unemployment duration (up to this point we have only analyzed the average duration), which we carry out below.
Source of Information
Data used in this paper come from the regular household survey of Argentina, the Permanent Household Survey (EPH) carried out by the National Statistical Office (INDEC), which covers urban areas and collects information especially on labour market variables. Until 2003, it was carried out twice a year in 28 urban centres, during May and October. However, the analysis will be restricted to Greater Buenos Aires for the period 1991-2002, given the lack of micro-data for other surveyed areas for the whole period. 13 Although the EPH is not a longitudinal survey, its rotating panel sample allows drawing flow data from it. In particular, a selected household should be interviewed in four successive moments or waves. Consequently, by comparing the situation of an individual in a given wave to that of the same person in the following one (i.e. five or six months later), it is possible 13 In 2003 the survey underwent methodological changes (from "EPH Puntual" to "EPH Continua") and produces since then quarterly labour market data. These methodological changes implied a discontinuity in the labour market series, including unemployment duration, making comparison difficult. For this reason the analysis ends in October 2002.
to assess if he/she has experienced changes in diverse variables, including occupational variables. In order to have enough observations, transitions of the entire period (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) were pooled. For the same reason, panels from two successive waves have been built, instead of using the four waves due to loss of observations that would occur in the latter case.
Additionally to using the panel structure of the sample, this paper also uses retrospective information in order to apply duration models. Specifically, we restricted the sample to those individuals that were unemployed in the first of those two interviews. All those people are asked regarding how long she/he has been in this state. From this information only the incomplete duration of the episode can be drawn. However, the fact of being able to observe the individuals in two successive waves allows knowing which of these episodes comes to an end during the period of observation. In these cases, an approximation of the complete duration can be known. For those episodes still in progress at the time of the second interview, the duration is right censored because the only fact that we know is that the complete duration is at least (i.e. longer than) the elapsed duration in the last observation. 14 It is important to highlight that given the different behaviour of the transitions from unemployment to employment with respect to the exits to inactivity, it does not seem convenient to analyze the exits from unemployment to these two destinations jointly. 15 In addition, given that one of the aims of this paper is to relate the unemployment duration (and the exits from this state) to the economic cycle, we decided to focus on the transitions from this state to employment only. 16 The final sample has 6,525 individuals. The characteristics of the population in the sample are presented in Table 1 .
Data on movements coming from this source face limitations. Some of these derive from the sampling design itself: 25% of the sampling panel is renewed in each wave, thus allowing comparing only 75% of the sample. Yet, this does not hinder the aim of the paper due to the possibility of pooling the data in order to work with enough observations. Nonetheless, it should be taken into account that the effective proportion of individuals and households that are actually matched using panels from two successive waves is lower than 75% due to attrition. Therefore, even if the number 14 Those cases for which durations were not declared were excluded. They represented less than 1% of the sample.
15 For example, it can be seen that as unemployment duration grows, the probability of exit to an occupation diminishes, while the probability to enter economic inactivity increases, thus showing markedly different behaviours. This could be reflecting a certain "discouraged worker" effect or a reduction in the monetary resources for the search of jobs.
16 The economic cycle could also have an impact on the decision to exit unemployment and enter inactivity. However, due to constraints of space and because it is not central for the aims of this paper we do not analyze this phenomenon.
of observations left in the pooled panels is still sufficient, the mentioned phenomenon may introduce biases in the sample if the loss of data is nonrandom. Given the lack of information, these potential biases have not been corrected in this paper. Another difficulty arises from the fact that not every movement can be captured when matching two successive waves because a transition is identified by comparing two observations in a five or sevenmonth span. Individuals could have been through two or more symmetrical movements during the inter-wave period -e.g. exiting from unemployment out of the labour force and then returning to unemployment. These changes could occur without being identified implying thus an underestimation of the transitions.
Given the fact that in Argentina unemployment episodes are relatively short the effect of the longitudinal bias -associated to the fact that at a given moment in time long episodes have more probability than short ones of being observed-, is expected to be small. However, in a country with low coverage of unemployment insurance it is possible to suppose that those workers who stay longer unemployed (and thus have higher probability of being observed) have characteristics that differ from those who had to rapidly shelter in informal, precarious occupations due to the impossibility of continuing the active search for a better quality occupation.
Nevertheless, despite these limitations, this source of information allows analyzing adequately the behaviour of unemployment duration and unemployment risk, as well as the effect that the business cycle and other factors have on these variables.
Methodology
Standard duration models are frequently used in empirical survival analysis. However, in spite of the great utility of these models, they only allow to study the effect of the covariates in the centre of the conditional distribution. In addition, these models impose the proportional-hazards assumption where the covariates affect proportionally the survival function. That is, the effect of the covariates in the exit rate is supposed to be constant throughout the conditional distribution of the duration. 17 Quantile regression (QR) methods are being increasingly used as an alternative to duration models in survival analysis not only in labour studies but also in financial analysis and biometrics, among others. This method allows the specification of the relationship between the covariates and the hazard rates as well as the error distribution in a flexible and robust way. Unlike the Cox model and the Accelerated Failure Time model, QR does not impose a proportional effect of the covariates on the hazard, assumptions that may not be empirically valid.
In particular, as the classical linear regression method, from which is possible to estimate models for conditional mean functions, QR proposes a procedure for modelling an entire range of conditional quantiles of distribution, including the median. Following Koenker and Geling (2001), under proportionality assumption, QR models would estimate a family of parallel conditional quantile functions indicating that the covariates only have a pure location shift effect. However, QR is more robust and flexible than the proportional hazard model or accelerated failure models, due to its possibility of capturing diverse effects at different quantiles of the duration distribution.
Nevertheless, in comparison to duration models, QR has three important drawbacks. On the one hand, it cannot take account of time-varying covariates. On the other hand, unlike mixed proportional hazard models, QR models have not been extended to account for unobserved heterogeneity. Finally, by QR models only simple risks can be estimated and no framework for competing risks has been developed yet. In spite of these disadvantages, this paper will be based on QR for the modelization of unemployment duration in order to capture diverse effects at different quantiles of the duration distribution without imposing any restriction a priori.
The estimating procedure has two parts. First, the estimation of the changes of quantiles of the conditional distribution in response to the variation of the covariates, following Powell's methodology of CQR (Powell, 1984 and ). Second, the obtention of hazard functions from the application of the simulation method proposed by Machado 
Censored Quantile Regression
As mentioned, Koenker and Basset (1978) introduced QR as a method to obtain a robust estimation of the effect of different covariates over quantiles of the dependent variable. 18 In order to describe the application of the method in the survival analysis framework, let y i be the unemployment duration. This is modelled in a loglinear way, as follows:
with i: 1,2,3,...,N where x represents a k covariates vector, β is a k coefficients vector and µ is a random variable with E(µ /x) = 0. From this specification is possible to identify as parameters the effect of the covariates over the conditional mean of the distribution:
These parameters are obtained by OLS (the conventional optimization problem of minimization of the error) or by Maximum Likelihood in the case that some error distribution is supposed.
Similarly, from QR the full range of conditional quantile functions of the log of unemployment duration are modelled as a linear function of the covariates in each τ -quantile:
Given any random variable t with continuous and monotonic distribution function F(t), the τ -quantile is defined as the value Q ( x) that satisfies:
where τ ∈ (0,1) and denotes that the -quantile is the value of the support of the distribution that accumulates τ % of total observations. Also, due to it is supposed that Q τ (µ i (x i )) = 0 , that is, the τ -quantile of the distribution of the error conditional to the covariate vector is zero. Therefore:
where Q τ (lny i /x i ) denotes the τ -conditional quantile of the logarithm of the duration of the unemployment given x. Therefore, for each covariate a vector of coefficient β(τ ) is estimated resolving the following minimization problem:
Where
is the 'check function' which adopts value 1 if [y i − x ′ i β(τ )] < 0 and 0 otherwise. Finally, equivariance property to monotone transformation of the conditional quantile function allows us re-writing the expression [5] directly in terms of unemployment duration, given the covariates set:
Until now, complete duration of the spells was supposed from which the coefficient β(τ ) can be estimated following to Koenker and Basset (1978) . However, data used in this paper does not allow the direct application of this method because of right censoring. Therefore, some modifications are necessary in order to take this fact into account applying CQR, as was suggested by Powell (1984 Powell ( , 1986 .
Specifically, with right censoring, the observed duration y i will be determined by y i = min(y * i , yc i ) being y * i the true elapsed unemployment duration and the censor point for each spell. Then, CQR is obtained by the minimization of a function similar to [6] , as shown next:
Powell (1984, 1986) shows that the CQR estimator,β ( τ ), is √ N -consistent and asymptotically normal distributed. Additionally, [8] is a more general method than the proposed by Koenker and Basset (1978) due to the inclusion of [6] as a special case where yc i → ∞.
Hazard Function estimation based on Quantile Regression
As mentioned, often in empirical duration analysis it is more relevant to estimate the effect of the covariates on the hazard rate than the impact of the covariates on duration itself. They have proposed a method of estimation of the conditional hazard function implied by the estimated quantile regression based on a resampling procedure. 19 In particular, this procedure consists in obtaining empirically the hazard function following three main steps. First, to simulate data based on the estimated quantile regressions for the conditional distribution of the duration T i . Second, given that unemployment duration is a positive random continuous variable, the density function and the distribution function can be estimated directly from simulated duration data. Third, the hazard function for each quantile of conditional distribution is obtained as the ratio between the density function and the survival function. The procedure is as follows: 5. Finally, from the density function and the distribution function, the hazard function is obtained as follows:
where the conditional density function is obtained using the kernel estimator:
where h is the bandwidth and K(.) the kernel function. 22 
Econometric Results
First of all, the Cox Model is applied in order to obtain an initial test of the validity of the proportional-hazards assumption. Then, the results from QR and the empirical hazard functions for each covariate will be analyzed. In both cases, the effect of the macroeconomic situation on the probability of exit from unemployment (one of the most important dimension to be analyzed) will be estimated alternatively through different specifications: (a) dummy variables representing each wave of the EPH for the period between May 1991 and October 2002; 23 (b) dummy variables corresponding to the three economic phases pointed out in section 3; (c) a dummy variable that takes value equal one in the case of a negative yearly rate of economic growth ("recession"); and (d) the rate of unemployment. 21 This step is supported by Integral Transformation Theorem that implies T * m = F −1 (τm) 22 For more detail about kernel estimator for density function, see, for instance, Silverman (1986) 23 Due to the lack of information necessary to build the panels, it was not possible to include the wave of October 1992.
Proportional hazard assumption
Before examining the result of the test a first analysis of the covariates' effect on the unemployment exit rate will be made, particularly focusing in those that capture the effect of the economic cycle. Table 2 to Table 5 show the Cox proportional model estimates corresponding to each specification. There are three important results obtained from alternative (a). 24 On the one hand, it can be seen that the coefficients of the year-wave dummy variables are statistically significant (except for the year 1992), and all of them show a negative sign, thus indicating a reduction in the exit rates with respect to 1991. This was expected, for in that year unemployment registered the lowest value of the series. On the other hand, when the coefficients are analyzed in greater detail, it can be seen that they fit very well the different phases of the economic cycle, especially from the second half of the nineties. In fact, from 1996 to the end of 1998 there is a reduction in the negative gap of exit rates with respect to 1991. From then on, the opposite process appears, especially during the last years of the series, associated to the macroeconomic crisis.
Additionally, in the first phase (until 1994), consistently to what was mentioned, the estimated coefficients show a different behaviour than the business cycle. In particular, in this expansive phase the estimated probabilities of exiting unemployment to employment diminish. On the other hand, these results are compatible with the dynamics of the unemployment rate. Finally, a strong asymmetry can be seen in the behaviour of exit probabilities given that, despite of during the economic recovery after the 1995 crisis the rates of economic growth were similar to those of the first phase, the probabilities of exiting unemployment were significantly lower. Again, this is correlated to the growing unemployment rates.
This scenario is consistent with specification (b), in which the variables indicating the periods are also statistically significant and negative (the baseline category corresponds to the first period). From that specification it follows that in these two phases the probability of exiting unemployment represented, approximately, 75% 25 of the probability experienced in the first half of the nineties. No significant differences are registered between the second and third phase. Moreover, specifications (c) and (d) confirm again the role played by the macroeconomic and labour situation on the unemployment exit rates.
As a result, from the different specifications we can conclude that the business cycle (particularly after the productive restructuring) turns out to be a relevant factor in determining the probability of ending of an unemployment spell. This evidence makes it possible to continue analyzing this effect more deeply, based on the QR method. In order to do so, we work with specification (b) and (c) only because, on the one hand, the dummy variables for the different phases correctly represent what happened throughout the whole decade; and, on the other hand, because it is a more parsimonious specification than alternative (a) considering the dimension of the coefficient matrix obtained with this method in this specification. Besides, working with dummy variables instead of continuous variables as in the case of (d) makes it possible to building empirical hazard functions for each sub period or business cycle phases and compare them.
The rest of the variables included in the regressions (we will not exhaustively discuss its results here) present, in general, the expected signs in all the specifications ( Table 2 to Table 5 ). 26 Men and household heads have greater probabilities of exiting unemployment than women and nonhousehold heads, respectively. This may be the result of a more active search and a higher acceptance of job offers, given the responsibility they have within the households, especially in the case of household heads. In the case of gender, a certain degree of segregation against women could be operating, thus reducing the job offers they get. 27 Age does not present a monotonous relationship with exit rates, where a positive relationship is observed up to 40 years old (which is not always statistically significant) and then a negative relationship, indicating greater difficulties to enter jobs both for young people and for older adults. 28 The presence of underage children in the household is associated to higher exit rates, which could be indicating, among other factors, that the need to receive an income in order to face the household's requirements becomes more urgent. A higher family income is correlated with higher exit rates, which may be associated with the fact that this entails greater financial support for the search of jobs, given the poor coverage of the unemployment insurance in the country.
A higher educational level is associated to lower probabilities of exiting unemployment. Even though a detailed analysis of this result goes beyond the scope of this study, it could be argued that it is related, on the one hand, to an attempt on the part of the individual to get a job with attributes adequate to his skills or with higher reservation wages, which makes the search period longer. On the other hand, it could be related to the fact that in a context of jobs destruction, the obsolescence of general human 26 The baseline category: women, non-household heads, younger than 26 years old, with complete primary school, that do not search for a job to cover the household's basic needs, and live in households with no underage children. We did not include the unemployment insurance among the covariates due to its poor coverage in Argentina. During the nineties, the latter covered less than 10% of the unemployed. 27 It is important to remember that exits to inactivity are not considered in the analysis. Was this destination included, it could substantially change these results given that women and non-household heads are more intermittent in the labour force. 28 In the case of young people, the inclusion of exits to inactivity could also alter the results.
capital and, in particular, of specific human capital could have played a role, which reduces the probabilities of getting a job. Finally, those unemployed that search for jobs to cover the household's basic budget register higher probabilities of getting a job, which could be reflecting the need to perform a more active search for jobs.
Once the residuals of these regressions are obtained, it is possible to perform the test of the proportional-hazards assumption based on the scaled Schoenfeld residuals. 29 From Table 6 to Table 9 (corresponding to each specification) it can be seen that the hypothesis is globally rejected in all the four specifications of the model. However, when the dummy representing each waves are individually evaluated, the hypothesis is rejected in certain month-years only (October 1998, May 2000 and May 2001, in which the coefficient of is statistically different from zero). The hypothesis is not rejected for the period variables in specification (b), in the case of the dummy indicating recession in specification (c) and for the unemployment rate in specification (d). Hence, these results seem to be indicating a proportional effect of such variables on the exit rate from unemployment.
However, following the suggestion by Therneau and Gramsch (2000), when analyzing the residuals' graph as a function of time ( Figure 3 ) strong non-linearities are observed in almost all cases; for instance, in the case of both subperiods. Given that the test measures the linear correlation between these two variables, the non-linear relationship would be leading not to reject the proportional hypothesis when, in fact, it seems to persist a behaviour in the residuals which, although not captured by these models would be indicating that the assumption is not valid, at least in some cases. On the other hand, in the case of the variable representing the presence of children in the household the graph suggest that the correlation between the residuals and time is null. This would be consistent with the test, which fails to reject the proportional-hazards assumption.
Hence, the results obtained up to here would be suggesting a non proportional effect of the business cycle on hazard rates. This evidence strengthens the need to go further in the estimations that capture these differential impacts on the distribution of duration, as we do in the following section.
Quantile Regression
In this section we present the econometric results from the application of QR (Table 10 for alternative b and Table 11 for alternative c). 30 In particular, 29 The null hypothesis of the test is that the variable's effect on the exit rate remains constant along the duration (and thus the effect is proportional). This hypothesis is tested by stating that the correlation between the scaled Schoenfeld residuals and time is null (ρ = 0).
30 Estimations were carried out using the CRQ package of the program R (Portnoy, 2003 (Portnoy, , 2008 .
we analyze the coefficients' values for 6 different taus: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 (median), 0.6 and 0.7. In addition, as a comparison, we present the results of the Weibull model. Unlike the previous section, the dependent variable here is the duration in unemployment (as stated in [7] ) and not the exit probability, and thus we expect the signs of the coefficients to be the opposite to the ones obtained up to here. In particular, a positive sign indicates a higher duration in unemployment and therefore a lower probability of exit.
Business cycle and unemployment duration
Based on the Weibull model 31 we observe that the dummy variables for both periods (Alternative b) are statistically significant and have a positive sign. The QR results indicate that the coefficients' positive sign hold for the different quantiles, thus reflecting the fact that the increase in duration was general for all unemployment spell. 32 However, what is more important is that the coefficients' value of each of the two period variables does not remain constant but rather increases with the position in the distribution. In fact, the coefficients corresponding to the lower quantiles are significantly lower than the higher ones, thus suggesting that the increase in the episodes' duration was verified with greater intensity in the upper extreme of the distribution. The estimate from the alternative (c) confirms these results: dummy of recession is positive and increasing with the quantiles of the conditional distribution of duration. This, in turn, means that during the period long unemployment spells became even longer.
In Figure 4 we present the set of coefficients obtained with the different taus for each covariate, and also the intervals with a 95% of confidence level obtained from the bootstrapping method (with 500 repetitions). The horizontal line drawn in each graph represents the null hypothesis: if the confidence interval contains the number zero, the coefficient is not statistically significant. In the case of the variables Period 1995-1998 and Period 1999-2002 and dummy of recession, the graphs clearly show a growing and significant trend of the coefficients (only in the first quantiles of the variable Period 1999-2002 the confidence interval contains number zero), which allows us to conclude that the worsening of the labour market situation was more severe in spells with long duration unemployment.
One possible explanation for this behaviour could be related to the productive restructuring process that Argentina went through, particularly during the first years of the nineties and, as it was mentioned, involved a deep change in the sectoral pattern of the economic growth. Particularly, it could be argued that dismissed workers of the manufacturing sector (especially those with long tenure) were not absorbed by the productive sectors grow- 31 The control group is the same than in previous regressions. ing in both the first and second phase, and thus they accumulated time in the unemployment. Let us remember that the increase in the duration of the longest episodes had begun to be evident in the second period, when GDP was growing and the unemployment rate was decreasing. Hence, such argument could account for the increase in duration of some episodes even in this expansive phase of the business cycle.
Some of the evidences presented in Table 12 seem to be consistent with this hypothesis. In the first place, the table shows the distribution of the unemployed by the last job's activity sector and by the duration in unemployment. There can be noticed a strong rise in the proportion of the unemployed with a 2-or-more-years duration coming from the manufacturing industry over the total of unemployed with the same duration. In fact, this is the activity sector that experiences the biggest changes in this indicator. The opposite happens with the shorter episodes of unemployment (one year or less), within which the manufacturing activities gradually lost importance; this could be associated to the reduction in the stock of employed in the manufacturing industry. On the other hand, the Table 12 shows the variations in the median and other percentiles of duration in unemployment by activity sector between 1991-1994 and 1995-1998. It can be seen that the major increases occur in the manufacturing sector, especially in the higher percentiles. Then, both indicators would be accounting for the greater relative difficulties to get a job faced by individuals previously employed in the manufacturing industry; this, in turn, would have contributed to the higher duration of these unemployment episodes.
Finally, as indicated in section 5, once the conditional duration based on QR is estimated, it is possible to obtain the empirical hazard functions for each of the covariates. 33 In Figure 6 we present only some of them. In each graph we compare the probabilities of exiting unemployment for two individuals that are equal in all the observable attributes except for the one that is being evaluated. In order to do so, it was necessary to define the set of characteristics on which those functions are estimated. The effect of the period variables was estimated separately for men and women.
In both cases it can be clearly seen that the hazard functions are not parallel but they rather present very different behaviours. In particular, the gap in the exit rates between the first period, on the one hand, and the other two, on the other hand, does not remain constant but rather increases with duration, with certain fluctuations. Moreover, the most important differences are verified between the first years of the nineties and the rest of the period, while the hazard functions of the second and third phase are very similar. Similar results are obtained in the case of the recession variable. In particular, the gap in the exit rates between an expansion and recession phase also increases with the unemployment duration.
Effects of other covariates
The results obtained for the rest of the variables are also interesting (Table  10 and Table 11 ). In the case of the gender variable the gaps in unemployment duration between men and women gradually widen, while the smallest differences can be seen in the inferior bound of the distribution. This means that in the first months of unemployment the differences between men and women are not very important, while unemployment duration increases, the probability of getting a job for a man becomes higher compared to that of women.
A similar behaviour is noticed for household heads, although in this case we observe a certain gap reduction in the superior quantiles. In the case of age there is a shift in the sign of the coefficients: these are (in most cases) negative at the beginning and then become positive; many of them are not statistically significant. In any case, the significance is greater in the higher quantiles and in the superior intervals of age. It is worth to remember that the proportional test rejected the null hypothesis for many age intervals in the different specifications.
The results of the Weibull model also indicate that as education increases the duration in unemployment also does. However, the intensity differs by quantile. In general, as from the level complete secondary school or higher it is observed that the duration gaps diminish as the quantile increases (what is clearly seen in Figure 5 ). Under the reservation wages assumption or the search for a better matching, these results would be suggesting that these factors have a stronger impact in the first intervals of duration. The results are also consistent with those of the test indicating the non acceptance of the proportionality for the complete secondary school or higher educational level.
Finally, both for the case of family incomes and the reason for searching for a job it is observed that the gaps diminish along duration. In the first case, this could be indicating that higher household incomes make it possible to do a more active search in the first months of unemployment but that this financial source decreases or runs out as time passes in this state. In any case, the differences between quantiles do not seem to be very important. In the second case, this means that the differences in the intensity of the search according to the motive of the search are stronger during the first months in unemployment and then they diminish. In both cases, the test indicated no proportionality.
Therefore, the evidence obtained in this paper from the application of QR would be indicating that the proportional assumption is not confirmed by the data. Hence, the results obtained from duration models are not representative of what happened in the different intervals of duration in unemployment in the period considered.
Concluding remarks
The hypothesis about the differential impact of the worsening in labour conditions during the nineties across unemployed with different elapsed duration was confirmed. In fact, the empirical evidence suggests that both the productive reconstruction process during the first year of the convertibility plan and the macroeconomic instability during the second part of that decade implied an increase in unemployment duration, especially for individuals with more difficulties to get a job even in the positive business cycle subperiod. Therefore, the long unemployment spells became longer. Most of them, coming mainly from the manufacture sectors, had no access to training programs in order to facilitate their re-insertion to the new productive structure.
From a methodological point of view, the proportionality assumption is not empirically supported not only in the case of the effect of the business cycle but also in the case of the other covariates. These findings implied the need of allowing the estimated coefficients to vary over the quantiles of the duration distribution and to change their sign. Thus, quantile regression appears as a more robust and flexible econometric technique for duration analysis. [9] Guimaraes, J., J. Hazard function by phases of the business cycle 
